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Abstract

With sensor networks expected to be deployed for long
periods of time, the ability to reprogram them remotely is
necessary for providing new services, fixing bugs, and en-
hancing applications and system software. Given the envi-
sioned scales of future sensor network deployments, their
restricted accessibility, and the limited energy and comput-
ing resources of sensors, transmitting raw binary images is
inefficient. We present a technique to minimize the cost of
application evolution by remotely and incrementally link-
ing updated modules at the base station, and distributing
deltas of the pre-linked software modules. This paper pro-
vides details of our implementation, some preliminary re-
sults, and surveys critical research issues in developing a
comprehensive framework for reprogramming sensor net-
works.

1. INTRODUCTION

Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) are large networks
of deeply embedded devices that coordinate to perform
continuous sensing tasks over large spatial and temporal
scales [1]. By providing fine-grained and unintrusive mon-
itoring in real-time, WSNs allow tight integration of the
physical world with a computing system infrastructure.
WSNs have been demonstrated to play an important role
in a rich variety of applications such as environmental and
civilian infrastructure monitoring [6], wildlife tracking [19],
military surveillance, etc.

Many of these applications have reprogrammability
needs ranging from parameter changes for fine-tuning ap-
plications, to whole system reprogramming1(reflashing).

1 Whole system reprogramming is the process of erasing the program
memory and uploading a new binary image.

Depending on the application, updates may be pushed by
the programmer to the network, or pulled by self-tuning ap-
plications. Given the inaccessibility of sensing devices due
to large scale deployment in physical settings that may
be impossible to reach, it is critical to anticipate strate-
gies for software evolution in the early stages of system
design.

The ability to remotely reprogram sensor nodes is nec-
essary for several reasons. First, the scale and distributed
nature of WSN applications makes it difficult to get things
right the first time. Bug fixes, run-time application adapta-
tion and other software maintenance concerns can be ad-
dressed only by employing a reprogramming mechanism.
Second, application specialization to optimize energy us-
age and performance for network longevity may be pos-
sible only at run-time. WSNs tend to be highly sensitive
computing environments in which small local changes can
effect significant global consequences. Normally, an ideal
configuration can only be attained empirically at run-time,
because it is not possible to anticipate every application sce-
nario. For example, it may be necessary to choose a routing
protocol from a protocol suite at run-time, suited to preva-
lent conditions [14]. Similarly, knobs such as power man-
agement, radio frequency modulation and dynamic voltage
scaling algorithms may need to be adjusted at run-time.
Third, it is likely that some WSNs will be deployed for
long periods of time and provide different services at dif-
ferent times. Due to storage constraints, it is infeasible to
load all these services into the nodes prior to deployment.
Instead, applications and services could be swapped in and
out depending on contexts of use such as current time, lo-
cation, user input, and environmental stimuli. Run-time ser-
vice composition is also useful in context-aware pervasive
computing environments with small computing devices [3].

Reprogramming mechanisms should satisfy the follow-
ing constraints:

1. Unintrusiveness: WSNs are tightly coupled to their



surrounding environment and are often physically in-
accessible once deployed. Reprogramming should be
possible without physical access to the nodes, and
wireless transmission of updates is the only acceptable
solution.

2. Low overhead: To facilitate dense deployments, nodes
are designed to be inexpensive and thus limited in
their energy supply, computing resources and form fac-
tor [15]. Mechanisms for reprogramming should be
efficient so as to not stray from the original objec-
tive of long-term sensing. Also, reprogramming has to
take place fairly quickly. Applications may have real-
time constraints, and a lengthy reprogramming phase
can violate the continuous monitoring requirement of
some WSNs. Consequently, communication and pro-
gram memory rewriting should be minimized as far as
possible, as these are the main bottlenecks.

3. Resource awareness: Node-resident software neces-
sary for reprogramming should not be compute inten-
sive, and should have low memory requirements so as
to reserve sufficient space for the system software and
application itself.

A comprehensive framework for reprogramming WSNs
would contain several components. A builder at the base
station is responsible for producing updates, and an injector
injects them into the network. A code distribution proto-
col (CDP) [33, 25, 17, 22] propagates the updates through-
out the network. In addition to being resource-efficient, the
CDP should guarantee that all intended targets receive up-
dates in their entirety, and with low latency. During code
distribution, nodes should be able to synchronize with each
other to avoid concurrent execution of incompatible ver-
sions of code. At the recipient nodes, several services may
be needed, such as an authenticator to prevent malicious up-
dates, a checker to check program integrity and correctness,
a bootloader to rewrite the program memory, and a restorer
to trigger recovery mechanisms in the event of a failed up-
date. At a higher level, a distributed version control system
will be needed to maintain version trees, to facilitate check-
pointing and reverting to stable versions when necessary.
Of these components, the builder, the injector, the CDP and
the bootloader are necessary. The other components may be
present according to available resources and level of sophis-
tication needed.

In this paper we present a novel technique for updating
program binaries on sensor nodes. We focus mainly on the
builder and bootloader components. The technique is based
on two key ideas. First, the size of the updates can be re-
duced if changes in applications are identified at the ap-
plication level. This allows us to precisely capture direct
changes, as opposed to indirect changes that occur due to
semantic dependencies among program elements. This sig-

nificantly reduces the size of the updates that must be dis-
tributed in the network. Second, the task of updating and
modifying binaries can be partitioned between a base sta-
tion and sensor nodes, thereby reducing the computing and
space overhead at the sensor nodes.

We have implemented the technique for the Mica fam-
ily of sensor nodes [9]. Our preliminary results indicate that
the approach outperforms both reflashing and diff-based ap-
proaches significantly. Update sizes are reduced to 1.38%–
56.61% of updates generated by diff-based approaches for
incremental changes. Section 2 contains an overview of ex-
isting approaches to reprogramming WSNs. We describe
our methodology in Section 3. Section 4 gives details of
our implementation, and preliminary results are provided in
Section 5. We discuss a number of open issues and trade-
offs in building a reprogramming framework in Section 6,
and conclude in Section 7.

2. RELATED WORK

Mainstream software systems have repeatedly proven the
need for adaptivity and extensibility. While the nature and
frequency of changes may differ in WSNs, software arti-
facts will change after they have been deployed in the field,
and a careless approach to sofware evolution will result in
short-lived applications. In conventional systems, software
maintenance accounts for 60-70% of software cost [12].
About 50% of this effort is perfective, 21% corrective, 25%
adaptive, and 4% preventive [26]. Thus, a variety of work-
arounds such as wrappers and patches have been used to en-
able modification [11]. These solutions are unlikely to work
in the WSN domain, as they usually result in software that
is bloated, fragile, and bug-ridden. Various approaches have
been proposed to address these problems.

In SensorWare [4], services are grouped into theme-
related APIs with Tcl-based scripts as the glue. Scripts lo-
cated at various nodes use these services, and collaborate
with each other to orchestrate the dataflow to assemble cus-
tom networking and signal processing behavior. Applica-
tion evolution is facilitated through editing scripts and in-
jecting them into the network. Maté [24] is a compact vir-
tual machine designed specifically for WSNs, built over
TinyOS [16] — a component-based operating system for
sensor nodes. Maté contains intrinsic support for applica-
tion code distribution and code updating. Although virtual
machines are promising as system software for WSNs, their
space and energy overheads can render them counterpro-
ductive. Both SensorWare and Maté are limited in that they
support application updates only (by replacing high-level
scripts), and do not permit the lower level binary code (e.g.,
system software) to be modified. Our approach to repro-
gramming allows arbitrary changes to code, including sys-



tem software and, thus, can complement middleware tech-
niques.

Reijers and Langendoen [32] use a diff-based updating
scheme for WSNs. Updates are performed by rebuilding
the modified application/system software at the base sta-
tion, and generating a diff of the modified executable with
the original. The diff is used to build a program memory edit
script which is then propagated throughout the network. The
size of the edit script is reduced through various optimiza-
tions, some of which are architecture-dependent. Jong and
Culler [18] describe a similar approach using the Rsync al-
gorithm [35]. A drawback of these approaches is that up-
dates are essentially stateless, as the diff algorithm is un-
aware of the application structure. The sizes of edit scripts
are not necessarily congruent to the extent of adaptation, be-
cause even small changes can result in code shifts that ne-
cessitate fixing up several branch targets (jumps and func-
tion calls). Thus, the scheme does not always scale with the
size of the diff, and beyond a certain point, even reflashing
may be preferable. However, these studies confirm the ben-
efits of using diff algorithms, and is the closest to our work
in existing literature. In addition to generating diffs to en-
code changes to program memory, we reduce the effects of
code shift by containing changes to functions within a slop
region, as far as possible.

Impala [27] is a layered middleware architecture that en-
ables application modularity, adaptivity and repairability.
Its Application Updater allows software updates to be per-
formed by linking in updated modules. However, the link-
ing capability is limited, and updates are coarse-grained as
cross-references between modules are not allowed. The dy-
namically linked functions are invoked indirectly through
a table of function pointers, inducing a performance over-
head. Also, Impala is targeted for unconventional nodes
with considerable computing resources.

The TinyOS distribution includes support for single-hop
over-the-air reprogramming (XNP) [10] on Mica motes.
XNP and multi-hop reprogramming schemes such as
MOAP [33] rebuild the modified application, and trans-
mit the entire image. This does not scale to large networks
due to the energy overhead associated with transmit-
ting images. There can be significant latency in reprogram-
ming on the Mica platform, because the entire image has
to be downloaded via a low bandwidth radio link into the
slower external flash, prior to actual update. Also, eras-
ing and rewriting the entire program memory is slow and
energy-intensive.

3. METHODOLOGY

3.1. Overview

To reduce the overhead in sending binary images, only
diff-like updates are distributed. These updates are encoded
into diff-scripts which are injected into the network. The
bootloader applies patches by executing the scripts. This ap-
proach also exploits the fact that typical changes to running
WSN applications are likely to be small.

Techniques to generate diff-scripts can differ in their
awareness of the high-level aspects of the code being up-
dated. In pure diff-based techniques [32], modified and un-
modified objects are relinked together as is done normally,
if the application were being rebuilt. Diff-scripts are gener-
ated by feeding the original and rebuilt binary images as in-
put to binary diff algorithms (e.g., suff [30] or bdiff [34]). A
drawback of this approach is that diff-based algorithms op-
erate at the byte level, and are not concerned with the appli-
cation structure. This has some undesirable effects that we
consider below.

In our approach, we modify the object linking procedure
itself to facilitate the generation of more concise diff-scripts
called deltas. Thus, the application’s structural evolution is
not detached from the patching mechanism. Rather, it drives
the generation of deltas. The linking approach better con-
forms to the intuition that reprogramming is essentially re-
linking and replacing modified modules. It retains knowl-
edge of program structure, and can enforce a certain disci-
pline in software evolution.

Ignoring the program structure can have an adverse im-
pact on the cost of program memory rewriting at the node,
and can preclude various optimizations that we discuss later.
The program memory contained in most microcontrollers
in current use in the WSN domain is realized through
flash memory technology. This is the newer generation of
flash memory that provide self-programming capability. Al-
though flash memory has its advantages, reprogramming is
not straightforward, and can only take place at the granu-
larity of a page. Thus, even if only a few bytes in a page
need to be altered, the entire page is buffered in SRAM
and modified. The flash page is erased, and the modified
page is transferred from SRAM to flash. In addition to the
latency in copying data to and from the buffer, the actual
erase and rewrite operations are slow and power hungry.
Another potential problem is that flash pages have a cycle
limit for erasing and rewriting. Ideally, if an application re-
quires self-programming, it should enforce cycle-leveling2.
Table 1 highlights the relevant properties of a typical flash
memory unit contained in the Atmel ATMega128 microcon-
troller [2].

2 Cycle-leveling (or wear-leveling) is the technical term for wearing
down all flash pages as evenly as possible.



Memory Size 128KB
Page Size 256 bytes
Read Latency 3 CPU cycles/byte
Write/Erase Latency 3.7–4.5 ms/page
Write/Erase Cycle Limit 10,000
Programming Current 2–3 mA at Vcc = 3 V

5–7 mA at Vcc = 5V

Table 1. ATMega128 Internal Flash Memory
Characteristics.

Thus, an efficient reprogramming system should not only
reduce communication overhead by transmitting incremen-
tal patches, but it should also ensure that the amount of
flash rewriting at the recipient is minimized. While diff-
scripts generated by diff-based approaches reduce transmis-
sion overhead, they cannot by themselves guarantee low
overhead in rewriting the flash. This is a direct consequence
of being detached from the higher level aspects of applica-
tion evolution.

Consider a set of functions f , g , and h laid out in flash as
shown in Figure 1. Function f invokes g and h . If g is up-
dated, there are two interesting possibilities — growing and
shrinking. When g shrinks, all the code below it is shifted
to lower addresses. Thus, even though h (and other func-
tions below it) do not change in their content, they need
to be shifted to their new locations. If there are any calls
to these functions (e.g., the call to h from f ), the targets of
those call instructions need to be patched by re-applying the
corresponding relocation entries3. Basic diff-scripts contain
copy and insert (or add ) instructions [5]. Copy instruc-
tions specify a region of the original, that can be copied to
the modified version. Insert instructions are used to intro-
duce the actual changes between the two versions, and are
therefore larger than copy instructions.

In this example, copy instructions could be used to slide
code to lower addresses (starting with function h ). However,
insert ’s will be required for patching calls to any func-
tion that follows g (e.g., the call to h from f ), as these func-
tions are relocated. Updating g ’s implementation will also
require insert ’s (and possibly a few copy ’s). The boot-
loader will have to rewrite pages 15 onwards, due to code
shift. Page 14 also needs to be rewritten to update the tar-
get of the call to h .

Expanding g has similar repercussions. If g remains the
same size, diff instructions are generated only to modify the
region it occupies. Copy instructions will be generated for
the rest of the flash. We notice that although the diff-scripts
can be small, several pages of flash need to be rewritten.

3 Relocation in linking teminology, is the process of binding references
to absolute addresses.
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Figure 2. Incremental linking approach. Slop
space is hatched, and tabs indicate which
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In other words, the sizes of the diff-scripts are inconsistent
with the extent of actual adaptation.

Our approach is to modify the linking procedure, to func-
tion in an incremental fashion. By doing so, we minimize
the costs of transmission and flash rewriting. Flash rewrit-
ing is reduced by ensuring that as far as possible, functions
that do not change are not shifted. Additionally, functions
are provided with a slop region [31] to grow without run-
ning into another function. If a function attempts to grow
beyond its allocated slop region, it is relocated to a larger
region, with additional slop space.



To illustrate the incremental linking approach, consider
the earlier example. The linker is modified to provide slop
space for each function. Figure 2 shows the effect of g
shrinking and growing by small amounts. The slop pro-
vides space for g to grow, and no code needs to be relo-
cated. Thus, no call targets need to be updated. The only
pages that need to be rewritten are due to the insert ’s
and copy ’s necessary to update g .

In addition to reducing flash rewriting, the delta is
smaller, and the memory required for rebuilding the
flash memory is less. Figure 1 does not show this de-
tail, but in current diff-based approaches, insert in-
structions are used to edit the original image or add new
data, and copy ’s are used to copy all the unmodified re-
gions. Thus, the entire flash is rebuilt in a temporary
buffer (such as the EEPROM or external flash), and modi-
fied pages are rewritten. Some diff formats provide a win-
dowing mechanism [21], which allows for a smaller buffer
by working with small segments of the original. In our in-
cremental linking approach, diff instructions are gener-
ated only for the modified pages, and only those pages
need to be buffered. Utilizing page-sized windows can re-
duce or eliminate external flash memory requirements by
working with smaller buffers in SRAM.

3.2. Linkers and loaders

Although hardware features and language related id-
iosyncracies make linkers complex programs, in principle, a
linker’s task is simple — it binds abstract names to concrete
values [23]. A linker combines object modules (relocatable
object files) and run-time libraries into a single load module.
It assigns addresses to symbols, resolves cross-references
between modules, and lays out sections. Laying out sec-
tions can necessitate the relocation of input sections. Link-
ers typically maintain large data structures to store infor-
mation such as symbols exported by input objects, reloca-
tion entries, etc. Linkers function mainly at compile-time,
although some linker related activities (including dynamic
linking) take place at run-time.

Loaders are primarily responsible for loading the pro-
gram into main memory for execution. Loaders can be ex-
tremely complex if special hardware features are needed.
However, most sensor nodes do not use such features, and
programs are typically loaded once into flash, prior to de-
ployment. A more capable microcontroller with secondary
storage would require run-time loading (and sometimes re-
location) to load the program from secondary storage into
main memory. The boundary between linkers and loaders is
fuzzy, and their activities sometimes overlap.

3.3. Remote incremental linking

An incremental linker relinks only those modules that
have changed since the last pass of linking. Therefore, it
needs to maintain additional information about the input
objects and their constituent program elements. While the
traditional objective of incremental linking is to reduce the
edit-recompile-relink cycle latency to improve developer ef-
ficiency [31, 29], our goal is to reduce transmission and
flash rewriting overheads.

Using a linking mechanism raises conflicts with the re-
quirements outlined earlier. Resource awareness can be vi-
olated, because the linker can require considerable com-
puting resources and memory. Linking requires symbol ta-
bles and other data structures which can be too large for
resource-constrained nodes4. The low overhead require-
ment can also be compromised because wireless transmis-
sion of symbol tables necessary for linking and the object
files themselves, will be slow and energy-intensive. We ap-
proach this problem by linking remotely at a more capable
device such as the base station, and generating small deltas
which are then distributed.

4. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

We have extended the AVR port of the GNU linker, to
perform incremental linking. This requires the use of the Bi-
nary File Descriptor Library (libbfd) [7] to manipulate ob-
ject files in a generic fashion. libbfd is useful for working
with various binary formats, and provides suites of routines
for performing linking related activities such as relocating
sections and maintaining hash tables for symbol resolution.
It also makes porting to other targets easier, by working with
objects using an internal canonical representation, and writ-
ing out processed objects in standard formats using suitable
backends.

Our target platform is the Mica2 mote, originally de-
veloped by the UC Berkeley research group [9]. Applica-
tions are written in C, and ELF object files are built using
the AVR port of the standard GNU binary utilities. Link-
ing takes place at the base station, which records infor-
mation necessary for future incremental links in local data
structures. The program image is then flashed onto the de-
vice. At run-time, application updates trigger incremental
linking. Deltas are generated, and transmitted to the device
through the wireless or serial link. Before describing the
linker in detail, we highlight the hardware features that af-
fect the linker’s functioning.

4 Symbol tables and other auxiliary data structures of typical object files
occupy 45–55 percent of the file.



4.1. Mica2 summary

Berkeley motes are popular sensor nodes, in use by over
100 research organizations [15]. We use the Mica2 for our
work, but the implementation is portable across the Mica
family. These motes are constructed from off-the-shelf com-
ponents. The central microcontroller unit (MCU) is the At-
mel ATMega128 [2], which is responsible for computation,
and coordinating sensing and communication. A 512KB
external flash unit (AT4DB041B) interacts with the MCU
through the serial interface, and is intended to store sensor
data, and program images during reprogramming.

Atmel ATMega128: The ATMega128 contains 128KB of
self-programmable program memory (flash), 4KB of inter-
nal SRAM, and 4KB of internal EEPROM. Reprogram-
ming is complicated by the Harvard architecture and the
inability to execute machine instructions from SRAM. The
flash memory characteristics were given in Table 1. Figure 3
shows the layout of flash (as we have configured the MCU)
and SRAM memories. Flash is separated into two main sec-
tions — the application section and the bootloader section
(BLS). Their relative sizes can be configured by fuse bits
on the MCU. Also, the two sections can have different lev-
els of protection depending on the setting of certain lock
bits. The spm instruction, which rewrites flash pages, is en-
abled only in the BLS. Using this instruction, a bootloader
can modify any part of the flash, including itself. Flash is
also separated into the Read-While-Write (RWW) and No-
Read-While-Write (NRWW) sections. This allows the flash
to provide true read-while-write operation. As long as the
RWW section is being reprogrammed, the NRWW section
can be read. Any attempt to read code in the RWW section
during reprogramming (e.g., by a call /jmp /lpm ) might
result in an unknown state. If the NRWW section is being
reprogrammed, the CPU is halted until reprogramming is
complete.

By locating less volatile critical code in the NRWW sec-
tion, and more volatile application code in the RWW sec-
tion, it is possible to allow critical functions to continue dur-
ing a lengthy reprogramming phase. This is why we have
to shift the interrupt vector table to the NRWW section.
The default location (0x0000 – 0x0044 ) would neces-
sitate disabling interrupts during reprogramming. The data
initialization region is described in Section 4.2.

The first 256 bytes of SRAM are reserved for system reg-
isters such as I/O registers, general purpose registers. The
layout of .data , .bss , the heap and the stack is similar
to conventional SRAM organization. To deal with updates,
there are differences in how variables are laid out within the
.data and .bss sections. This is discussed in greater de-
tail in Section 4.2.
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Figure 3. ATMega128 memories.

Boot process: When a fully linked executable is pro-
grammed onto the device, values of initialized data in-
cluded at the end of the object are also stored in flash.
When the MCU is reset, initialization code sets up
the stack and copies these values to the run-time ad-
dress of the corresponding variables in the .data section
in SRAM. After this, the .bss section is cleared, and con-
trol jumps to the application’s function main . The data
initialization region normally follows the .text seg-
ment. However, when we update a module or add a new
one and possibly introduce new initialized data, their val-
ues need to be appended to the data initialization region.
Unless there is enough slop space, this can cause subse-
quent code in the .text segment to shift. Therefore, we
moved this region to the end of flash and modified the ini-
tialization code accordingly.

4.2. Implementation details

Remote incremental linker

To provide remote linking services, the base station
needs to manipulate and link together relocatable ELF ob-
jects [8]. From a linker’s perspective, an ELF file consists of
a set of logical sections described by a section header table.
Corresponding sections from various objects in the link are
laid out consecutively in an output segment in the load mod-
ule. Thus, the final executable consists of a set of segments
which are composed of processed sections pulled from var-
ious objects. Typical ELF sections include .text , .data ,
.bss , .symtab (symbol table), .rel* sections contain-
ing relocation entries, and sections containing metadata use-
ful for debugging. The base station also needs to record aux-
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Figure 4. Updating flash; data initialization re-
gion layout.

iliary information. It maintains a map of the program and
data memories of the nodes in order to allocate space for in-
crementally added entitites. It also keeps its own symbol ta-
ble for resolving references from modules that may added
in the future. Symbol table entries include information such
as size, run-time addresses, function and variable dependen-
cies, and slop space allocated to functions.

In our implementation, updates are pushed by the appli-
cation programmer after changes are made to the applica-
tion. Changes could introduce new symbols, and modify or
delete existing ones. We now describe the process of updat-
ing sections in flash and SRAM.

Flash: Modifying symbols in the .text region (e.g.,
functions, constant data) is complicated by the intri-
cacies of flash rewriting. Consider the example given
in Figure 4, which outlines some possible modifica-
tions. A node is initially deployed containing a module
M that includes functions f , g , h and i . During the ini-
tial link, dependencies (e.g., f calls h ) and other meta-
data such as function size, slop space, symbol addresses,
etc., are recorded. At run-time, M is altered by delet-
ing function h , and replacing it with the global func-
tion j . When h is deleted, the incremental linker analyzes
its dependencies. Functions that depend on h become in-
consistent, and relocation entries corresponding to h (i.e.,
references to h ) are deleted from the dependency data struc-
ture. In this example, to preserve consistency, function
f is modified, and it calls the newly introduced func-
tion j .

The incremental linker implements a memory manager
that allocates and deallocates flash for functions. The mem-

ory manager also manages allocation and deallocation of
SRAM to variables. The general sequence is to have the
linker’s memory manager layout the .text and .data
segments, and then perform relocation to resolve references.
The space occupied by h is freed to the manager. Function
h is relatively small, and g ’s slop space is limited. In this
case, the manager allocates this space to g ’s slop. Alterna-
tively, the space can be reserved for use by a function that
may be added in the future.

In this particular example, f grows beyond its slop space.
When a function grows beyond its slop space, various op-
tions are evaluated. One option is to shift function f to a
fresh region of flash with additional slop. Another is to at-
tempt to shift one or more functions that follow (g and h )
into their slop regions, so that f ’s slop space is increased.
Doing so may be helpful if there are more references to
the modified function than to the functions that follow. The
linker selects the strategy that minimizes the number of
pages to be rewritten.

In this example, the linker places j at f ’s old location.
After finalizing the locations of symbols, it reapplies relo-
cations corresponding to functions that have shifted. For ex-
ample, all calls to f are updated with its new address. Func-
tion f itself contains relocation entries such as the reference
to j that need to be applied. The newly introduced func-
tion j may contain references to external symbols such as g
or variables in .data . The linker applies relocation entries
corresponding to these references in the traditional manner.
When updating interrupt handlers, the interrupt vector ta-
ble may need to be updated as well. If the interrupt handler
shrinks or remains the same size, then a routine function up-
date can be carried out. However, if it grows beyond its slop
space and is relocated, its address in the interrupt vector ta-
ble needs to be fixed. Interrupts are disabled during this op-
eration, since the table resides in the NRWW section.

SRAM: Modules with updated functions may alter the
variables that they define. Variables could be deleted, over-
ridden, or newly introduced. .data variables are explic-
itly initialized by the programmer, while .bss variables are
cleared to zero. Conventional linkers store the initial values
of .data variables after the .text section in flash, and
initialization code ( do copy data ) copies these values
to the actual locations in SRAM, and clears out .bss
( do clear bss ). This approach can be problematic be-
cause if updates add new code, they will be placed im-
mediately after the data initialization section. Further up-
dates that introduce new initialized variables will necessi-
tate shifting that code. Thus, we have modified the conven-
tional approach to accomodate the possibility of updates.

The last 3KB of flash is used as a memory map of the
SRAM. With this space we cannot map the entire 4KB of
SRAM, but it is sufficient to map .data and .bss sec-
tions of typical proportions. It is also possible to use the



4K internal EEPROM or a portion of the external flash to
map the SRAM. Figure 4 shows the general layout of the
data initialization region. The first byte indicates the num-
ber of data sections that need to be initialized. Each sub-
sequent section is specified by the address in SRAM, the
number of bytes, and the data values. After reset, the initial-
ization code iterates through these sections, and copies the
data to the specified addresses. The formatting of the .bss
section initializers are similar, but the data values are not in-
cluded since .bss variables are cleared to zero.

When a variable is deleted, the space it occupies in
SRAM is freed to the memory manager. The data initializa-
tion region does not need to be changed. The earlier value
is still copied by the initialization routine, but is not used by
the application. If a module introduces new variables, the
memory manager allocates space in SRAM (in .data or
.bss depending on the variable definitions), and their ini-
tial values are inserted into the data initialization region of
flash. If a variable definition is overridden, new space needs
to be allocated if the size of the new definition is larger than
the old definition. Otherwise, the new definition can sim-
ply be placed at the location of the earlier definition, and
the excess space is freed to the memory manager. The data
initialization table in flash is edited to incorporate the new
value. When the bootloader determines that the data initial-
ization table needs editing, it disables interrupts as necessi-
tated by any update to the NRWW section.

Delta generation

After linking, we feed the original flash image and pages
of the rebuilt image, as input to a binary diff algorithm.
We use the Xdelta algorithm [28] to generate concise diff-
scripts called deltas. The target window size is set to the
page size, so that deltas are generated only for pages that are
modified. This also allows updates to be applied at the gran-
ularity of a page, reducing the amount of temporary storage
needed to store images before they can be applied. This is
a significant advantage over other schemes [18, 32] that re-
quire upto twice the amount of program memory in sec-
ondary storage to rebuild the entire flash image before writ-
ing it to the program memory.

The delta is encoded using the VCDIFF format [21]. The
VCDIFF format allows the use of any diff algorithm, en-
codes diffs compactly in a portable manner, and is designed
for efficient decoding. In addition to copy and add instruc-
tions, it provides a run instruction to encode a continuous
run of a byte, an opcode table to compactly encode fre-
quently occuring pairs of copy ’s and add ’s, and address
caches to reduce the length of addresses that need to be en-
coded for copy instructions. Xdelta supports other features
that we disable. For example, the resulting delta can be com-
pressed further by a secondary compressor (e.g., bzip2).

Bootloader

When the node receives a delta, control is transferred
from the application to the bootloader. By using the read-
while-write capability, it is possible to pipeline communi-
cation and reprogramming. When a delta is received, it is
loaded into a buffer. The delta is then interpreted, and the
updated page is rebuilt in a second buffer. After the page is
rebuilt, the bootloader writes the page back to internal flash.
Rewriting a page involves considerable latency. By locating
code implementing communication in the NRWW section,
the next delta can be downloaded and interpreted in the first
buffer, while the previous page is being written to flash. Af-
ter all the deltas are received and applied, the bootloader re-
sets the MCU.

Memory management

Our current implementation provides a simple memory
manager with a fixed allocation and deallocation policy.
Slop space is allocated in linear proportion to the size of
functions. Ideally, slop space should be allocated accord-
ing to a function’s volatility [31]. This could be deter-
mined through profiling changes to the application, prag-
mas supplied by the programmer, or a combination of these
approaches. Providing too much slop will waste memory,
while too little slop can cause frequent relocations.

The manager attempts to service flash allocation requests
such that all regions of flash are used. To do this, it keeps
track of flash usage with the help of a circular buffer,
and unidirectionally traverses the buffer when requests are
serviced. Deallocated chunks are returned to the circular
buffer.

After several updates, flash and SRAM memory may be-
come fragmented, and it may be beneficial to compact dis-
contiguous regions. Compaction is expensive because of the
large amount of copying and rewriting necessary. The task
is complicated even further because shifting code or data
segments around requires reprocessing of relocation entries
— if these references change, the pages they are contained
in need to be rewritten. At a certain stage, falling back to a
one time reflashing, or rebuilding the application and apply-
ing a diff to the entire flash memory may be beneficial. Cur-
rently, we do not do any compaction, as this becomes an is-
sue only after several updates are performed.

5. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

In this section, we provide preliminary results of using
our incremental linker in tandem with the Xdelta algorithm.

We compared the performance of incremental linking
with a pure diff approach and with whole system repro-
gramming (WSP), for cases ranging from changing con-



Expt. Application Initial binary Final binary New Modified Deleted
size (bytes) size (bytes) functions functions functions

I Blink to Blink (change constant) 5688 5688 0 1 0
II CntToLedsAndRfm to CntToRfm 28268 27092 0 3 24
III CntToLedsAndRfm to CntToLeds 28268 6600 0 4 198
IV CntToRfm to CntToLedsAndRfm 27092 28268 24 4 0
V Blink to CntToLedsAndRfm 5688 28268 221 4 6
VI CntToLedsAndRfm to Blink 28268 5688 6 3 221
VII TOSBase to SecureTOSBase 26730 46420 79 9 4

Table 2. Upgrade scenarios.

Expt. WSP Pure Diff (Xdelta) Remote Incremental Linking
File Delta cpy add run Super Delta cpy add run Super Pages

(bytes) (bytes) ops. (bytes) % Diff opcodes rewritten
I 5688 27 2 1 0 0 27 100.00 2 1 0 0 1
II 27092 6370 760 430 1 153 88 1.38 6 3 0 0 3
III 6600 2398 249 151 1 56 145 6.05 14 9 0 2 5
IV 28268 6639 826 452 0 165 678 10.21 105 47 7 19 10
V 28268 11839 1376 694 2 341 10846 91.61 1784 710 30 273 128
VI 5688 2365 246 148 1 42 264 11.16 28 17 4 1 7
VII 46420 16882 2186 1018 0 549 9557 56.61 1444 611 14 299 121

Table 3. Delta sizes with incremental linking, pure diff and WSP.

stants, to major upgrades. Table 2 summarizes the up-
grade scenarios we considered. All the applications were
taken from the examples in the TinyOS distribution. The
initial and final binary sizes were obtained by compiling
the applications with compiler optimizations turned off,
and without any function inlining. The C files generated
by the nesC compiler [13] were modified directly, to cre-
ate patches between applications. The original applications
and the patches were then incrementally linked, and deltas
were generated. Blink to Blink is the simplest exper-
iment which involves changing the blink rate constant.
The application pairs considered in experiments II, III, IV
and VI required minor changes at the application structure
level, adding or modifying only a few functions. Blink to
CntToLedsAndRfm is a major upgrade which involves
the addition of 221 new functions and modifies 4 exist-
ing functions in Blink . SecureTOSBase is a TinySec-
aware [20] TOSBase , and is a more practical example of an
incremental change. TinySec provides cryptographic func-
tions, and makes changes to the TinyOS radio stack to redi-
rect byte level radio events to the TinySecM module.

Table 3 summarizes the characteristics of the deltas pro-
duced. All the experiments, with the exception of exper-
iment I, have to deal with code shifts that result in large
delta sizes for the pure diff and WSP approaches. In the ab-
sence of code shift, the incremental linking and pure diff ap-

proaches yield identical deltas. However, when there is code
shift during an incremental or a major upgrade, the pure diff
approach performs poorly. Deltas produced by incremental
linking range from 1.38%–56.61% of the size of deltas pro-
duced by the pure diff approach for incremental changes —
that is, when functionality is added to or removed from an
existing application. For a major upgrade (experiment V),
incremental linking produces a delta that is 91.61% of the
size of the corresponding pure diff delta.

Thus, by containing code shifts within slop spaces as far
as possible, incremental linking yields significantly more
concise deltas. The smaller deltas enable code distribution
to take place rapidly and more efficiently, reduces the num-
ber of pages that need to be rewritten, and reduces the mem-
ory resources required at the recipient nodes.

6. DISCUSSION

Developing a suitable framework for reprogramming is a
multifaceted undertaking, and we describe some optimiza-
tions and additional features that need to be considered.
The purpose of this discussion is two-fold. First, it suggests
qualitative measures for evaluating reprogramming tech-
niques. Second, we hope to motivate much needed research
along these directions.



Remote vs. local linking: Performing linking at the base
station alone has some disadvantages. First, the linker needs
to maintain state information for all nodes. Additionally,
deltas that are transmitted may be node-specific since link-
ing is done at the base station. Not all nodes are going to
have identical memory maps and modules, leading to sev-
eral patches sent across the network for each update. This
can congest the network, and also lead to significant energy
drain.

Shifting all the functionality of the linker to the sen-
sor node is not practical. Relocatable object files with large
symbol tables will need to be transmitted at a high cost to
nodes, and stored in the limited memory available. Addi-
tionally, libraries for performing linking cannot be loaded
into the nodes. The advantage in local linking is that the
object files distributed by the base station will be more
portable across the sensor devices, because symbols are not
bound to addresses.

An intermediate solution would be to distribute partially
linked modules, which resolve and discard symbols com-
mon to all nodes, but retain node-specific symbols. It may
also be useful to employ a dedicated high-end node, to per-
form proxy linking for more limited nodes. Such nodes can
receive a partially linked (possibly compressed) delta from
the base station, decompress it if necessary, link it for a
number of nodes in the neighborhood, and transmit node-
specific fully linked patches locally.

Memory management: The memory manager is a critical
component of the incremental linker, as it effectively drives
the placement of newly introduced variables and functions,
by servicing memory requests from the linking routines.
Since the linker interacts considerably with both program
and data memory management, some of its functionality
has to be placed at the base station, to avoid overhead in
communicating with a memory manager at the node. Still,
a lightweight memory manager may need to communicate
some node-specific state to the base station. The memory
manager should: (i) minimize changes to internal flash, in-
ternal eeprom and external flash, as these modifications are
slow and energy-intensive; (ii) allocate space and slop for
symbols intelligently, according to their usage patterns; and
(iii) use the flash uniformly for even wear.

Since flash rewriting is costly, frequently changing func-
tions, or functions that are closely related should be colo-
cated as far as possible. Our current allocation scheme
attempts to service allocation requests across the en-
tire range of flash, but does not guarantee cyclic-leveling.
Cyclic-leveling and minimizing writes to flash are con-
flicting requirements, because our strategy in reduc-
ing flash rewriting is to avoid having to relocate functions
that change frequently. Thus, those functions will be rewrit-
ten in place several times. However, the cyclic-leveling
requirement is not as compelling as the need to reduce re-

programming, because most flash units can tolerate at least
10,000 erase/rewrite cycles per page. A sophisticated ap-
proach could utilize static analysis and/or run-time profil-
ing to predict or report such usage patterns to the linker,
so that it can lay out symbols and sections more opti-
mally. Heuristics could be developed to anticipate the na-
ture of updates for further efficiency. For example, the
amount of slop space to allocate to a function depends
on how likely the function is expected to change. Addi-
tional research is required to develop cost models for com-
munication, computation and reprogramming flash mem-
ory. This could be used to analyze the effect of application
behavior and model incremental linking as an optimiza-
tion problem with minimizing the size of deltas, and
reducing communication and flash rewriting as the ob-
jective functions. Sensitivity analysis could be applied
to study the effects of memory allocation, slop manage-
ment, etc., on linker performance.

Safety and reliability: Security and fault tolerance are
critical, but difficult to provide in the presence of an up-
date mechanism. An update facility can potentially open a
door through which rogue code could be distributed to crip-
ple an entire network. Thus, authentication schemes, and
secure and reliable communication channels need to be in
place to enable safe updates. Update protocols should be
robust to localized failures or security breaches in the net-
work. In general, security and fault tolerance in sensor net-
works should be based largely on the scale of the system
and on redundancies that make the system reliable and safe.
For example, privileges should be revoked from compro-
mised nodes and transferred to trusted nodes, to contain any
anomalies. Hardware features could be developed to protect
against malicious updates. The ATMega128 for instance,
has a minimal memory protection system. Lock bits can be
configured in software to lock the memory to prevent repro-
gramming. However, with physical access to the devices,
the serial or parallel programming interface could be used
to unlock memory.

Software updates should also be checked for correctness.
It is possible to enforce simple rules for maintaining consis-
tency. In general, updating symbols should be reflected in
changes in all references to those symbols. For example, if
a function returning a byte is modified to return a word, the
caller should deal with this change as well, to avoid stack
corruption. Although detecting such inconsistencies is not
always straightforward, it would be useful to trigger a roll
back to a safe state, in case of incorrect or failed updates. By
keeping a chain of deltas at the base station, reverse patches
can be pushed to the network, and applied by nodes when
needed.

Qualitative measures: In addition to the properties of un-
intrusiveness, low overhead and resource awareness, up-



date mechanisms can vary in scope, depending on what
layers of the software architecture can be affected. Dy-
namically updating software components at higher layers
(e.g., Maté bytecode) is in general easier than updating low
level software which entails linking and binary editing. Up-
date mechanisms can also vary in their granularity, depend-
ing on the unit of adaptation. Coarse–grained updates (eg.
whole system reprogramming) are straightforward to imple-
ment, but expensive in terms of communication overhead
and binary management at the source. More fine-grained
updates (eg. procedure or statement level) are better suited
for the WSN domain, but are more challenging to imple-
ment. Finally, updates may proceed at various levels of in-
terference. A good update mechanism should minimize in-
terference to the running application, and at the same time
meet the intentions of the programmer. In Section 4, we de-
scribed how critical tasks could continue even during the re-
programming phase. Depending on the scope of the update,
it may be possible to simply suspend the application mo-
mentarily and resume execution at the end of reprogram-
ming. For major upgrades, a reset is necessary. In some
cases, if the context of execution and the update are mu-
tually exclusive, execution could continue in parallel. To
ensure that updates and application execution do not inter-
fere, precautionary procedures such as stack analysis may
be necessary, to ensure that functions or variables that are
being updated are not active.

7. CONCLUSION

Incremental linking reduces the amount of code shift and
thereby reduces the difference between successive versions
of code. Generating deltas with the Xdelta algorithm and
encoding them compactly with the VCDIFF format, further
reduces transmission costs. The approach may be used with
any differencing algorithm and encoding scheme, but those
that belong to the copy/insert class of algorithms such as
Xdelta and Rsync, are better suited for transmission than the
insert/delete class of algorithms such as diff. While whole
system programming may be justifiable for major upgrades,
our approach addresses an important class of incremental
updates typically observed after deploying WSN applica-
tions. Although our implementation is tailored to the plat-
form we use, the methodology may be applied to most em-
bedded platforms with similar constraints.
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